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Understanding Collective Activities
of People from Videos
Wongun Choi and Silvio Savarese
Abstract—This paper presents a principled framework for analyzing collective activities at different levels of semantic granularity from
videos. Our framework is capable of jointly tracking multiple individuals, recognizing activities performed by individuals in isolation (i.e.,
atomic activities such as walking or standing), recognizing the interactions between pairs of individuals (i.e., interaction activities) as
well as understanding the activities of group of individuals (i.e., collective activities). A key property of our work is that it can coherently
combine bottom-up information stemming from detections or fragments of tracks (or tracklets) with top-down evidence. Top-down
evidence is provided by a newly proposed descriptor that captures the coherent behavior of groups of individuals in a spatial-temporal
neighborhood of the sequence. Top-down evidence provides contextual information for establishing accurate associations between
detections or tracklets across frames and, thus, for obtaining more robust tracking results. Bottom-up evidence percolates upwards so
as to automatically infer collective activity labels. Experimental results on two challenging data sets demonstrate our theoretical claims
and indicate that our model achieves enhances tracking results and the best collective classification results to date.
Index Terms—Collective activity recognition, tracking, tracklet association
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INTRODUCTION

A

common paradigm in activity recognition research is
to analyze the actions (e.g., walking, jogging, dancing)
performed by single individuals in isolation (which we refer
as to atomic activities) [26], [29], [36]. These are characterized
by looking at the behavior of individuals independently of
what other individuals are doing in the surrounding scene.
In many application scenarios (such as surveillance, video
analysis and retrieval), however, it is critical to analyze the
collective behavior of individuals (which we refer as to collective activities) as well as the way such individuals interact
[7], [21], [35]. For instance, the collective activity gathering
involves multiple individuals walking (an atomic activity),
looking and facing each other (FE) (an interaction) and/or
moving in a coherent spatial temporal structure toward a
certain spatial location (Fig. 1).
Reasoning about collective activities, interactions, and
atomic activities, is a very challenging problem. Such an
activity recognition system may require that all of (or some
of) the following tasks are performed reliably and accurately: i) identifying stable and coherent trajectories of each
individual (tracks); ii) Estimating each individual’s properties such as human pose and their atomic actions; iii) Discovering the interaction between pairs of individuals; iv)
Recognizing the collective activity present in the scene. As
shown in [12], [41], tracking multiple individuals at the
same time (as well as estimating relevant properties) is

extremely difficult because of self-occlusions, detection
faults, illumination changes, camera shake or movement,
etc. This often leads to fragmented trajectories (tracklets)
which are not descriptive enough to enable the construction
of reliable interaction models. Moreover, assigning atomic
activity labels to individuals that coexist in close proximity
can be very problematic. This problem has been mostly
ignored in the literature.
In this paper we explore the intuition that contextual
information provided by the collective behavior of multiple
interacting individuals can make the tracking and recognition process more accurate and robust than if these problems are solved in isolation. For instance, if one knows that
the people in the scene are gathering (Fig. 1), one can infer
that a number of people should be approaching (interaction),
moving toward a point of convergence, facing each other
while performing a walking action. This gives strong constraints on each individual spatial-temporal trajectory,
which enable the construction of more accurate tracks. Contextual information about collective behavior is provided by
a newly proposed descriptor which we have called crowd
context. In turn, if better trajectories are obtained, the interaction and the collective behavior can be estimated more
accurately. Following this intuition, we argue that track
association, atomic activity recognition, and collective activity recognition must be performed in a coherent fashion, so
that each component can help the other.
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RELATED WORK

Target tracking is a well studied problems in computer
vision, but it is far from being solved. In challenging
scenes such as that in Fig. 13, tracks are not complete,
but are fragmented into tracklets. It is the task of the
tracker to associate tracklets in order to assemble complete tracks. Tracks are often fragmented due to occlusions, ambiguities in the appearance properties of the
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Fig. 1. In this paper, we aim at jointly and robustly tracking multiple targets and recognizing the activities that such targets are performing. (a): The
collective activity “ gathering” is characterized as a collection of interactions (such as “ approaching” (AP)) between individuals. Each interaction is
described by pairs of atomic activities (e.g., “ facing-right” and “facing-left” ). Each atomic activity is associated with a spatial-temporal trajectory
(tracklet t). We advocate that high level activity understanding helps obtain more stable target trajectories. Likewise, robust trajectories enable more
accurate activity understanding. (b): The hierarchical relationship between atomic activities (A), interactions (I), and collective activity (C) in one
time stamp is shown as a factor graph. Squares and circles represent the potential functions and variables, respectively. Observations are the tracklets associated with each individual along with their appearance properties Oi as well as crowd context descriptor Oc [7], [8] (Section 3.1). (c): A collective activity at each time stamp is represented as a collection of interactions within a temporal window. An interaction is described by a pair of
atomic activities within specified temporal window (Section 3.2). Non-shaded nodes are associated with variables that need to be estimated and
shaded nodes are associated with observations.

targets and sharp camera movements. Recent algorithms
address this through the use of detection responses [12],
[41], and the idea of contextualizing adjacent tracks
using pairwise interaction models [5], [19], [23], [30],
[37], [42]. The interaction models, however, are typically
limited to a few hand-designed interactions, such as
attraction and repulsion. Methods such as [33] leverage
the consistency and physical behavior of flows of large
crowds of individuals, but do not attempt to associate
tracklets or understand the actions of individuals. Zhang
et al. [44] and Pirsiavash et al. [31] formulate the problem of multi-target tracking into a min-cost flow network
based on linear/dynamic programming. Although both
methods model interactions between people, they still
rely on heuristics to guide the association process via
higher level semantics.
A number of methods have recently been proposed
for action recognition by extracting sparse features [11],
correlated features [36], discovering hidden topic models
[29], or feature mining [26]. These works consider only a
single person, and do not benefit from the contextual
information available from recognizing interactions and
activities. Ryoo and Aggarwal [34] model the pairwise
interactions between people, but their representation is
limited to using local motion features. Several works
address the recognition of group activities in sport
events such as in baseball or football games by learning
a storyline model [14], reasoning the social role of individual players [20], modelling the trajectories of people
with Bayesian networks [16], temporal manifold structures [25], and non-stationary kernel hidden Markov
models [39]. All these approaches, however, assume that
the trajectories are available (known). Recently, Ni et al.
[28] recognize group activities by considering local causality information from each track, each pair of tracks,
and groups of tracks. In our own work in [7], we classify
collective activities by extracting descriptors from people
and the surrounding area, and in [8] we extend it by
learning the structure of the descriptor from data. Ryoo
and Aggarwal [35] model a group activity as a stochastic

collection of individual activities. None of these works
exploit the contextual information provided by collective
activities to help identify targets or classify atomic activities. Lan et al. [21] and Amer et al. [1] use a hierarchical
model to jointly classify the collective activities of all
people in a scene, but they are restricted to modelling
contextual information in a single frame, without seeking
to solve the track identification problem. A number of
works [9], [18], [27], [32], [45] has been proposed to recognize group behavior in videos, but they do not seek to
characterize the behavior of each individual.
Our contributions are five-fold: (i) we propose a graphical model that merges for the first time the problems of collective activity recognition and multiple target tracking into
a single coherent framework [6]. The model coherently combines bottom-up information stemming from detections or
fragments of tracks (tracklets) with top-down evidence
(Section 3); (ii) we characterize top-down evidence by using
a newly proposed descriptor [7], [8] that captures spatiotemporal relationship among people (Section 4); (iii) we
introduce a novel path selection algorithm that leverages
target interactions for guiding the process of associating targets (Section 5); (iv) we propose a novel inference procedure
based on the branch-and-bound (BB) formulation for solving the target association problem using the contextual
information coming from the interaction models (Section 7);
(v) we present an extensive quantitative evaluation on challenging data sets, showing superiority to the state-of-the-art
(Section 9).

3

MODELING COLLECTIVE ACTIVITY

Our model accomplishes collective activity classification by
simultaneously estimating the activity of a group of people
(collective activity C), the pairwise relationships between
individuals (interactions activities I), and the specific activities of each individual (atomic activities A) given a set of
observations O (see Fig. 1). A collective activity describes
the overall behavior of a group of more than two people,
such as gathering, talking, and queuing. Interaction activities
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Fig. 2. (a) Each interaction is represented by a number of atomic activities Ai that are characterized by an action and pose label. For example, with
interaction I ¼ standing-in-a-row (SR), it is likely to observe two people with both pose p ¼ facing-left and activity a ¼ standing-still, whereas it is less
likely that one person has p ¼ facing-left and the other p ¼ facing-right. (b): Collective activity C is represented as a collection of interactions I. For
example, with C ¼ talking collective activity, it is likely to observe the interaction I34 ¼ facing-each-other, and I23 ¼ standing-side-by-side (SS). The
consistency of C; I12 ; I23 ; I34 generates a high value for CðC; IÞ.

model pairwise relationships between two people which
can include approaching, facing-each-other and walking-inopposite-directions (WO). The atomic activity collects semantic attributes of a tracklet, such as poses (facing-front, facingleft) or actions (walking, standing). Feature observations O ¼
ðO1 ; O2 ; . . . ON Þ operate at a low level, using tracklet-based
features to inform the estimation of atomic activities. Collective activity estimation is helped by observations OC , which
use features such as spatio-temporal local descriptors (Section 4) to capture the coherent behavior of individuals in a
spatial-temporal neighborhood. At this time, we assume
that we are given a set of tracklets t 1 ; . . . ; t N that denote all
targets’ spatial location in 2D or 3D. These tracklets can be
estimated using methods such as [5]. Tracklet associations
are denoted by T ¼ ðT1 ; T2 ; . . . ; TM Þ and indicate the association of tracklets. We address the estimation of T in Section 5.
The information extracted from tracklet-based observations O enables the recognition of atomic activities A, which
assist the recognition of interaction activities I, which are
used in the estimation of collective activities C. Concurrently, observations Oc provide evidence for recognizing C,
which are used as contextual clues for identifying I, which
provide context for estimating A. The bi-directional propagation of information makes it possible to classify C, A, and
I robustly, which in turn provides strong constraints for
improving tracklet association T . Given a video input, the
hierarchical structure of our model is constructed dynamically. An atomic activity Ai is assigned to each tracklet t i
(and observation Oi ), an interaction variable Iij is assigned
to every pair of atomic activities that exist at the same time,
and all interaction variables within a temporal window are
associated with a collective activity C.

3.1 The Model
The graphical model of our framework is shown in Fig. 1.
Let O ¼ ðO1 ; O2 ; . . . ON Þ be the N observations (visual features within each tracklet) extracted from video V , where
observation Oi captures appearance features si ðtÞ, such as
histograms of oriented gradients (HoG [10]), and spatiotemporal features ui ðtÞ, such as a bag of video words (BoV
[11]). t corresponds to a specific time stamp within the set of
frames T V ¼ ðt1 ; t2 ; . . . ; tZ Þ of video V , where Z is the total
number of frames in V . Each observation Oi can be seen as a
realization of the underlying atomic activity Ai of an individual. Let A ¼ ðA1 ; A2 ; . . . ; AN Þ. Ai includes pose labels

pi ðtÞ 2 P, and action class labels ai ðtÞ 2 A at time t 2 T V . P
and A denote the set of all possible pose (e.g., facing-front)
and action (e.g., walking) labels, respectively. I ¼ ðI12 ;
I13 ; . . . ; IN1N Þ denotes the interactions between all possible
(coexisting) pairs of Ai and Aj , where each Iij ¼ ðIij ðt1 Þ;
. . . Iij ðtZ ÞÞ and Iij ðtÞ 2 I is the set of interaction labels such
as approaching, facing-each-other and standing-in-a-row. Similarly, C ¼ ðCðt1 Þ; . . . ; CðtZ ÞÞ and Cðti Þ 2 C indicates the collective activity labels of the video V , where C is the set of
collective activity labels, such as gathering, queueing, and
talking. In this work, we assume there exists only one collective activity at a certain time frame. Extensions to modelling
multiple collective activities will be addressed in the future.
T describes the target (tracklet) associations in the scene as
explained in Section 3.
We formulate the classification problem in an energy
maximization framework [24], with overall energy function
CðC; I; A; O; T Þ. The energy function is modelled as the linear product of model weights w and the feature vector c :
CðC; I; A; O; T Þ ¼ wT cðC; I; A; O; T Þ

(1)

cðC; I; A; O; T Þ is a vector composed of c1 ðÞ; c2 ðÞ; . . . ; cm ðÞ
where each feature element encodes local relationships
between variables and w, which is learned discriminatively,
is the set of model parameters. High energy potentials are
associated with configurations of A and I that tend to cooccur in training videos with the same collective activity C.
For instance, the talking collective activity tends to be characterized by interaction activities such as greeting, facing-eachother and standing-side-by-side, as shown in Fig. 2.

3.2 Model Characteristics
The central idea of our model is that the atomic activities
of individuals are highly correlated with the overall collective activity, through the interactions between people.
This hierarchy is illustrated in Fig. 1. Assuming the conditional independence implied in our undirected graphical
model, the overall energy function can be decomposed as
a summation of seven local potentials: CðC; IÞ, CðC; OÞ,
CðI; A; T Þ, CðA; OÞ, CðCÞ, CðIÞ, and CðAÞ. The overall
energy function can easily be represented as in Eq. (1) by
rearranging the potentials and concatenating the feature
elements to construct the feature vector c. Each local
potential corresponds to a node (in the case of unitary
terms), an edge (in the case of pairwise terms), or a high
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order potential seen on the graph in Fig. 1c: 1) CðC; IÞ
encodes the correlation between collective activities and
interactions (Fig. 2b). 2) CðI; A; T Þ models the correlation
between interactions and atomic activities (Fig. 2a).
3) CðCÞ, CðIÞ and CðAÞ encode the temporal smoothness
prior in each of the variables. 4) CðC; OÞ and CðA; OÞ
model the compatibility of the observations with the collective activity and atomic activities, respectively.
Collective-Interaction CðC; IÞ: The function is formulated
as a linear multi-class model [40]:
XX
waci  hðI; t; 4tC ÞIIða; CðtÞÞ;
(2)
CðC; IÞ ¼
t2T V a2C

where wi is the vector of model weights for each class of collective activity, hðI; t; 4tC Þ is an I dimensional histogram
function of interaction labels around time t (within a temporal window ~tC ), and IIð; Þ is an indicator function, that
returns 1 if the two inputs are the same and 0 otherwise.
Collective Activity Transition CðCÞ: This potential models
the temporal smoothness of collective activities across adjacent frames. That is,
X XX
wab
(3)
CðCÞ ¼
c IIða; CðtÞÞIIðb; Cðt þ 1ÞÞ:
t2T V a2C b2C

P
Interaction Transition CðIÞ ¼ i;j CðIij Þ: This potential
models the temporal smoothness of interactions across adjacent frames. That is,
X XX
CðIij Þ ¼
wab
(4)
i IIða; Iij ðtÞÞIIðb; Iij ðt þ 1ÞÞ:
t2T V a2I b2I

P
Interaction-Atomic CðI; A; T Þ ¼ i;j CðAi ; Aj ; Iij ; T Þ: This
encodes the correlation between the interaction Iij and the
relative motion between two atomic motions Ai and Aj
given all target associations T (more precisely the trajectories of Tk and Tl to which t i and t j belong, respectively).
The relative motion is encoded by the feature vector c and
the potential CðAi ; Aj ; Iij ; T Þ is modeled as:
XX
waai  cðAi ; Aj ; T ; t; 4tI ÞIIða; Iij Þ;
CðAi ; Aj ; Iij ; T Þ ¼
t2T V a2I

Fig. 3. Illustration of target centric coordinate and histogram cp . Left-top
and Right-top illustrate typical example of facing-each-other and standing-in-a-line interaction. Given the 3D location (circle) and pose (arrow)
of target Ai and Aj , each one’s location in terms of the other’s view point
is obtained as a discretized angle (numbers on the figure); e.g., in the
left example, both red and blue people are in the 0th bin of the other’s
view point. The histograms fp of each example (bottom) are built by
counting number of co-occuring discretized angle in a temporal window.
With the facing-each-other interaction, it is highly likely to observe two
people located in 0; 1; 7th bin of the other’s view, producing a pattern similar to the one shown in the bottom-left. On the other hand, with the
standing-in-a-line interaction, it is more likely to observe one in 0; 1; 7th
bin while the other is in 3; 4; 5th bin, generating a pattern similart to the
one shown in the bottom-right.

the smoothness of pose and action. Each of them is parameterized as the co-occurrence frequency of the pair of variables similar to CðIij Þ.
P
Observations CðA; OÞ ¼ i CðAi ; Oi Þ and CðC; OÞ: these
model the compatibility of atomic (A) and collective (C)
activity with observations (O). Details of the features for
atomic activities and collective activities are explained in
Sections 9 and 4, respectively.

3.3 Interaction Feature
We model the interaction feature as a combination of three
types of relative motion features, cl , cp , and ca . Each of the
feature vector encodes relative motion (distance and velocity), one’s location in another’s viewpoint, and co-occurring
atomic action. All of them are represented as a histogram so
as to capture a non-parametric statistics of interactions.




(5)
where cðAi ; Aj ; T ; t; 4tI Þ is a vector representing the relative motion between two targets within a temporal window
(t  4tI , t þ 4tI ) and waai is the model parameter for each
class of interaction. The feature vector is designed to encode
the relationships between the locations, poses, and actions
of two people. See Section 3.3 for details. Note that since
this potential incorporates information about the location of
each target, it is closely related to the problem of target association. The same potential is used in both the activity classification and the multi-target tracking components of our
framework.
Atomic Prior CðAÞ: Assuming independence between
pose and action, the function is modelled as a linear sum of
pose transition Cp ðAÞ and action transition Ca ðAÞ. This
potential function is composed of two functions that encode
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cl is a feature vector that captures the relative position
of a pair of people. In order to describe the motion of
one respect to the other, cl is represented as a histogram of velocity and location difference between the
two within a temporal window (t  4t; t þ 4t).
cp encodes a person’s location with respect to the
other’s viewpoint. First, we define the ith target centric coordinate system for each time t by translating
the origin of the system to the location of the target i
and rotating the x-axis along the viewing direction
(pose) of the target i. At each time stamp t in the temporal window, the angle of each target within the
others’ coordinate system is computed and discretized angle is obtained (see Fig. 3) in order to
describe the location of one person in terms of the
viewpoint of the other. Given each location bin, histogram cp is built by counting the number of occurrences of the bin number pair to encode the spatial
relationship between two targets within a temporal
window (t  4t; t þ 4t).
ca models co-occurrence statistics of atomic actions
of the two targets within a temporal window (t  4t,
t þ 4t). It is represented as a jAj  ðjAj þ 1Þ=2
dimensional vector of ðai ðtÞ; aj ðtÞÞ histogram.
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the following sections, we review the rigid STL descriptor
first and the extended RSTV later.

Fig. 4. Spatio-Temporal Local Descriptor. (a) Space around anchor
person (blue) is divided into multiple bins. The pose of the anchor
person (blue arrow) locks the “orientation” of the descriptor which
induces the location of the reference bin “1”. (b) Example of STL
descriptor-the descriptor is a histogram capturing people and pose
distribution in space and time around the anchor person. (c) Classification of STL descriptor is achieved by decomposing the histogram
in different levels along the temporal axis.

Note that the first two features cl ; cp are dependent on
the trajectories of the two targets. Thus, change in association will result in a higher or lower value of an interaction potential.

4

CROWD CONTEXT

In this section, we introduce the definition of the crowd context and describe its mathematical formulation given a set of
spatio-temporal trajectories. The concept of crowd context
is originally introduced in our works [7], [8]. The crowd
context captures the coherent behavior of individuals in time
and space that are performing a certain collective activity.
Such contextual information encodes the direct observation
cue for the collective activities (CðC; OÞ in Section 3).
A naive way for characterizing the crowd context is by
encoding the spatial-temporal dependencies of individuals in a neighborhood of the video sequence. This can be
done by using the spatial-temporal-local (STL) descriptor
introduced in [7]. The STL descriptor is in essence a
fixed-dimensional vector (Fig. 4) and is associated to each
person. For each time stamp, the STL descriptors are used
to classify the collective activity using a standard support
vector machine (SVM) [4] classifier. Temporal smoothness
is enforced by applying a markov chain model across
each time stamp. Though the method shows promising
results, such rigid descriptors require the parameters that
control the structure of the descriptor to be manually
tuned, which can be extremely difficult in presence of
large intra-class variability. Such limitation can be
addressed by introducing a new scheme called randomized spatio temporal volume (RSTV) which is used to
automatically learn the best structure of the descriptor. In

4.1 Rigid STL Descriptor
In this section, we describe how to extract an STL descriptor
for each individual (track) in each time stamp given a set of
tracklets ft 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t N g, where t i ¼ fli ; pi ; ti g is an individual tracklet and li ¼ ðxi ; yi Þ, pi and ti are sequences of x, y
location, pose and time index, respectively. Note that the
pose captures the orientation of an individual in this framework (e.g., left, front, right, and back).
Given a person i in certain time stamp t (the anchor), they
determine the locations lij and poses pij of other individuals
in the anchor’s coordinate system, where the anchor’s coordinate system has the origin at the anchor’s ðx; yÞ location
and is oriented along the pose direction of the anchor (see
Fig. 4 top). The space around each anchor i at time t is
divided into multiple bins following a log-polar space partition similar to the shape context descriptor [2]. Moreover,
for each spatial bin, P “pose” bins are considered where P
is the number of poses that are used to describe a person orientation. Finally, the temporal axis is also decomposed in
temporal bins around time stamp t. This spatial, temporal
and pose sensitive structure is used to capture the distribution of individuals around the anchor i at time t and construct the STL descriptor. For each anchor i and time stamp
t, an STL descriptor is obtained by counting the number of
individuals that fall in each bin of the structure described
above. Thus, the STL descriptor implicitly embeds the flow
of people around the anchor over a number of time stamps.
After accumulating the information, the descriptor is normalized by the total number of people that fall in the spatiotemporal extension of the descriptor.
There are a number of important characteristics of the STL
descriptor. First, the descriptor is rotation and translation
invariant. Since the relative location and pose of individuals
are defined in the anchor’s coordinate system, the descriptor
yields a consistent representation regardless of the orientation and location of the anchor in the world. Moreover, the
dimensionality of the descriptor is fixed regardless of the
number of individuals that appear in the video sequence.
This property is desirable in that it allows to represent an
activity using a data structure that is not a function of the
specific instantiation of a collective activity. Finally, by discretizing space and time into bins, the STL descriptor enables
a classification scheme for collective activities that is robust
to variations in the spatio-temporal location of individuals
for each class of activity (intra-class variation).
Given a set of STL descriptors (each person in the video
is associated to a STL descriptor) along with the associated
collective activity labels, one can solve the collective activity
classification problem by using a classification method such
as SVM [4]. In order to capture various levels of temporal
granularity, the authors of [7] adopt SVM classifier
equipped with a temporal pyramid intersection kernel (see
Fig. 4 bottom right). The temporal axis is divided into four
hierarchical levels of temporal windows and intersection
kernel is defined per each level. The finest temporal window allows to capture the detailed motion of individuals
around the anchors; the highest level allows to encode the
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Fig. 5. STL counts the number of people in each spatio-temporal and
pose bins that are divided following a hand defined parameterization
(left). On the other hand, the RSTV learns what spatial bins are useful
(shown as a trapezoid-like volume) in order to discriminate different collective activities and discards the regions (shown as empty regions) that
are not helpful for such discrimination task (middle). A random spatiotemporal volume (feature) is specified by a number of parameters (right).
Pose and velocity are omitted from the illustration.

overall distribution of people around the anchor over the
observed period. This classification scheme is used as a
baseline method in Section 9.

4.2 Learning the Crowd Context
The STL descriptor is limited in that the structure of the bins
of the STL descriptor is predefined beforehand and parameters such as the minimum distance from the anchor or the
maximum support of the descriptor are defined once for all.
In particular, by assuming that the spatial support has fixed
size, the STL descriptor does not have the ability to adaptively filter out background activities or activities that differ
from the dominant one.
In order to avoid above mentioned limitations, we introduce a novel scheme, called Randomized Spatio-Temporal
Volume. The RSTV approach is based on the same intuition
as STL that crowd context can be captured by counting the
number of people with a certain pose and velocity in fixed
regions of the scene, relative to an anchor person. However,
RSTV extends this intuition and considers variable spatial
regions of the scene with a variable temporal support. The
full feature space contains the evidence extracted from the
entire videos: the location of each individual in anchor’s
coordinates as well as the velocity and pose of each individual per video frame. This can be interpreted as a soft binning scheme where the size and locations of bins are
estimated by a random forest so as to obtain the most discriminative regions in the feature space. Over these regions,
the density of individuals is inspected, which can be used
for classification. Fig. 5 compares the rigid STL binning
scheme and the flexible RSTV. RSTV is a generalization of
the STL in that the rigid binning restriction imposed in the
STL is removed. Instead, portions of the continuous spatiotemporal volume are sampled at random and the discriminative regions for classification of a certain activity are
retained. RSTV provides increasing discrimination power
due to increased flexibility.
There are several benefits of the RSTV framework
over rigid STL descriptor. 1) The RSTV automatically
determines the discriminative features in the feature
space that are useful for classification. Indeed, while STL
proposes a rigid and arbitrary decomposition of the feature space, in RSTV the binning space is partitioned so
as to maximize discrimination power. 2) Unlike STL,
there are no parameters that are to be learned or selected
empirically (e.g., support distance, number of bins). 3) It
enables robustness to clutter. Indeed, unlike STL, the
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RSTV does not operate given fixed parameters such as
radial support and number of spatial bins, but explores
the possible space of parameters; thus the density feature, using which classification is performed, is only calculated over regions relevant to each different activity.
Hence the classification evidence is pertinent to each
activity and avoid clutter that possibly arises from hardcoded framework parameters that may be tuned to
achieve optimal classification of a few activities, but not
all. Notice that STL concept is similar to the Shape Context [2] descriptor, which is known to be susceptible to
clutter due to non discriminative inclusion of all points
within the radial support.
Learning RSTV with Random Forest: We use a Random
Forest classifier to learn the structure of RSTV given training
data. A Random forest [3] is an ensemble of many singular
classifiers known as decision trees which is trained from a
portion of the training data. The training set is subdivided
into multiple bags by random sampling with replacement
(bagging) in order to reduce the effect of over-fitting. Given
each set, one random decision tree is trained following successively drawing and selection of a random feature that
best discriminates the given training set [3].
The RSTV is trained based on the random forest classifier
given a set of training data and associated activity labels
(xi ; yi ) where each data point is defined for each person and
time stamp. In following description, it is assumed that the
trajectories and poses of all people are already transformed
into the anchor’s coordinate system to form data point xi
and associated activity label yi . Given a random bag, a random decision tree is learned by recursively discovering the
most discriminative features. The algorithm first randomizes over different volumes of the feature space and second
randomizes over different decision thresholds given the feature subspace. The feature is defined as the number of people lying in a spatio-temporal volume that is specified by
location (lk ), velocity (vk ), pose (pk ) and time (t) defined in
the anchor’s (k) coordinate system. A unique spatio-temporal volume is specified by a number of parameters: 1) minimum and maximum distance dmin ; dmax , 2) minimum and
maximum angle in the space umin , umin , 3) relative orientation/pose p, 4) temporal window tmin , tmax and 5) minimum
and maximum velocity vmin ; vmax (Fig. 5 right). In each
node, a number M of such hyper-volume rn and a scalar
decision threshold dn is drawn randomly multiple times.
Given the feature pair ðrn ; dn Þ, the training data is partitioned into two subsets Ir and Il by testing fðx; rn Þ > dn ,
where fðx; rn Þ is a function that counts the number of people lying in the hyper volume rn . Among the set of candidate features, the one that best discriminates the training
data into two partitions is selected by examining the information gain (Eq. (6)).
jIl j
jIr j
EðIl Þ 
EðIr Þ; where EðIÞ
jIj
jIj
C
X
pi log2 ðpi Þ;
¼

DE ¼ 

(6)

i¼1

Il and Ir are the partition of set I divided by given feature, C
is the number of activity classes, pi is the proportion of collective activity class i in set I, and jIj is the size of the set I.
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a set of initial tracklets, atomic activities, and interaction
activities are given. We will discuss the joint estimation of
these labels in Section 6.

Fig. 6. Example of learned RSTV regions. (a) & (b) illustrate a set of
RSTV regions learned automatically by a single tree. Each colour indicates different pose of neighbouring individuals (up—red, down—blue
and right—green). Each RSTV is oriented such that the anchor is facing
in the upward z direction. Hence (a) indicates that while waiting, an
anchor is surrounded on the left and right by people facing the same
direction. RSTV in (b) illustrates that during talking the anchor and neighbour face each other and are in very close proximity. Note that each
RSTV needs only capture some coherent portion of evidence since there
exist many trees in the RF. x and z have units of meters while time is
measured in frames.

Typical examples of learned RSTV structure is shown in
Fig. 6. The detailed algorithm for learning RSTV is presented in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.

Given the learned RSTV forests, one can classify a novel
testing example x by passing down the example along each
tree and taking the class
P that maximizes marginal posterior
probability P ðyjxÞ ¼ tree Ptree ðyjxÞ over all trees. The posterior probability of a tree is defined as the corresponding py
in the leaf node that the testing example reached in the
decision tree.

5

MULTIPLE TARGET TRACKING

Our multi-target tracking formulation follows the philosophy of [38], where tracks are obtained by associating corresponding tracklets. Unlike other methods, we leverage the
contextual information provided by interaction activities to
make target association more robust. Here, we assume that

As shown in Fig. 7, tracklet association can be formulated
as a min-cost network problem [44], where the edge
between a pair of nodes represents a tracklet, and the black
directed edges represent possible links to match two tracklets. We refer the reader to [31], [44] for the details of network-flow formulations.
Given a set of tracklets t 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t N where t i ¼ fxti ðti0 Þ;
. . . ; xti ðtie Þg and xðtÞ is a position at t, the tracklet association
problem can be stated as that of finding an unknown number M of associations T1 ; T2 ; . . . ; TM , where each Ti contains
one or more indices of tracklets. For example, one association may consist of tracklets 1 and 3: T1 ¼ f1; 3g. To accomplish this, we find a set of possible paths between two nonoverlapping tracklets t i and t j . These correspond to match
hypotheses pkij ¼ fxpk ðtie þ 1Þ; . . . ; xpk ðtj0  1Þg where the
ij
ij
time stamps are in the temporal gap between t i and t j . The
association Ti can be redefined by augmenting the associated pair of tracklets t i and t j with the match hypothesis pij .
For example, T1 ¼ f1; 3; 1-2-3g indicates that tracklets 1 and
3 form one track and the second match hypothesis (the solid
edge between t 1 and t 3 in Fig. 7) connects them. Given

Fig. 7. The tracklet association problem is formulated as a min-cost flow network [31], [44]. The network graph is composed of two components:
tracklets t and path proposals p. In addition to these two, we incorporate interaction potential to add robustness in tracklet association. In this example, the interaction “standing-in-a-row” helps reinforce the association between tracklets t 1 and t 3 (or t2 and t 5 ) and penalizes the association
between t 1 and t 4 (or t 1 and t 5 ).
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human detections, we can generate match hypotheses using
the K-shortest path algorithm [43] (see Sections 4.2 and 5.1
for details).
Each match hypothesis has an associated cost value ckij
that represents the validity of the match. This cost is derived
from detection responses, motion cues, and color similarity.
By limiting the number of hypotheses to a relatively small
value of K, we prune out a majority of the exponentially
many hypotheses that could be generated by raw detections. If we define the cost of entering and exiting a tracklet
as cen and cex respectively, the tracklet association problem
can be written as:
f^ ¼ argmin cT f
f
X
X
XX
¼ argmin
cen fen;i þ
cex fi;ex þ
ckij fijk
f

i

i

i;j

k

(7)

s:t:fen;i ; fi;ex ; fijk 2 f0; 1g;
XX
XX
fen;i þ
fjik ¼ fi;ex þ
fijk ¼ 1;
j

k

j

k

where f represent the flow variables, the first set of constraints is a set of binary constraints and the second one captures the inflow-outflow constraints (we assume all the
tracklets are true). Later in this paper, we will refer to SS as
the feasible set for f that satisfies the above constraints.
Once the flow variable f is specified, it is trivial to obtain
the tracklet association T through a mapping function T ðfÞ.
The above problem can be efficiently solved by binary integer programming, since it involves only a few variables,
proportional to the number of tracklets N that is typically a
few hundred, and there are 2N equality constraints. Note
that the number of nodes in [31], [44] is usually in the order
of tens or hundreds of thousands.
One of the novelties of our framework lies in the contextual information that comes from the interaction activity
t
nodes. For the moment, assume that the interactions I12
between A1 and A2 are known. Then, selecting a match
hypothesis fijk should be related with the likelihood of
t
. For instance, the red and blue
observing the interaction I12
targets in Fig. 7 are engaged in the standing-in-a-row interaction activity. If we select the match hypothesis that links red
with pink and blue with sky-blue (shown with solid edges),
then the interaction will be compatible with the links, since
the distance between red and blue is similar to that between
pink/sky-blue. However, if we select the match hypothesis
that links red with green, this will be less compatible with the
standing-in-a-row interaction activity, because the green/pink
distance is less than the red/blue distance, and people do not
tend to move toward each other when they are in a queue.
The potential CðI; A; T Þ (Section 3.2) is used to enforce this
consistency between interactions and tracklet associations.

5.1 Hypothesis Generations
For any pair of tracklets t i ; t j that are not co-present at the
same time-stamp (thus can be linked), we generate K path
hypotheses to associate the two tracklets into a unique track.
Such hypotheses are obtained by finding K-shortest paths
between the two tracklets in a detection graph (Fig. 8). The
graph is built by connecting the residual detections between
the two tracklets.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of path hypothesis generation given detection residuals. Left: the graph is composed of detections in the temporal gap
between t i and t j . Each detection is represent as a pair of square nodes
that are linked by a detection response edge. The cost d associated with
the edge encodes the detection confidence value. The detections in time
t þ 1 that has enough overlap with the detections in time t are added to
the graph. Right: given the detection residual graph above, we can
obtain a concise set of path proposals using K-shortest path search
method. Note that there can be exponential number of possible path in
the first graph.

To illustrate, consider the example shown in Fig. 8.
Beginning from the last frame (shown as t  1) of preceding
tracklet t i , we find the residual detections at t that have sufficient amount of overlap with the bounding box of t i at
t  1. We add these detections as a pair of nodes (shown as
square nodes in Fig. 8) and a cost edge (link the two nodes)
into the graph. These nodes are linked to the previous
frame’s tracklet by a directed edge. Subsequently, we add
detections in time stamp t þ 1, by calculating the overlap
between the added detection in time t and all residual
detections in time t þ 1. We add detection nodes in all time
stamps between t i and t j iteratively and finish the graph
building process by considering the connectivity between t j
and detections at t þ 2. The detections in t þ 2 that do not
overlap sufficiently with the bounding box of t j at the first
frame are discarded.
As noted in the graph, there is an exponentially large
(and redundant) number of possible paths that link the two
tracklets, which require extensive amount of computation.
If we consider to take the interaction potential into account
for tracklet association, it is required to compute an interaction feature for each possible path of targets. This can result
into an infeasible amount of computation in target association. To avoid this issue, we use the K-shortest paths search
method [43] that generates a concise set of path hypotheses
to link the two tracklets (Fig. 8). In practice, we consider the
detection confidence to obtain the cost for simplicity. One
can add more cost features such as color similarity, motion
smoothness, if desired. To avoid having no proposals when
there are missing detections, we add one default hypothesis
that links two tracklets in a shortest distance.

5.2 Match Features
Each path pkij is associated to a cost value ckij that measures
the likelihood that the two tracklets t i ; t j belong to the same
target. We model this cost value as a linear weighted sum of
multiple match features: color difference, height difference,
motion difference and accumulated detection confidences
of the path. In details,
ckij ¼ wTm dk ðt i ; t j Þ;

(8)

where wm is a model weight and dk ðt i ; t j Þ is a vector that
collects all the features. Each of the features is obtained as
follows: i) color difference is obtained by the Bhattacharyya
distance between color histograms of t i and t j , ii) height difference is encoded by computing the difference between
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average height of t i and t j , iii) motion difference is computed by absolute difference in the velocity of t i and t j , and
iv) accumulated detector confidence is calculated by summing up the detection confidence in the path pkij .
Given the match features, we obtain the cost of each path
proposal by Eq. (8). In the case of target initiation and termination, we use the cost value cen ; cex to model the cost of initiating and terminating a target.

6

UNIFYING ACTIVITY CLASSIFICATION AND
TRACKLET ASSOCIATION

The previous two sections present collective activity classification and multi-target tracking as independent problems.
In this section, we show how they can be modelled in a unified framework. Let y^ denote the desired solution of our
unified problem. The optimization can be written as:
y^ ¼ argmax CðC; I; A; O; T ðfÞÞ  cT f ; s:t: f 2 SS;
|{z}
f;C;I;A |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Sec:3

(9)

Sec:5

where f is the binary flow variables, SS is the feasible set of
f, and C; I; A are activity variables. As noted in the previous
section, the interaction potential CðA; I; T Þ involves the variables related to both activity classification (A, I) and tracklet association (T ). Thus, changing the configuration of
interaction and atomic variables affects not only the energy
of the classification problem, but also the energy of the association problem. In other words, our model is capable of
propagating the information obtained from collective activity classification to target association and from target association to collective activity classification through CðA; I; T Þ.
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problem by applying the Branch-and-Bound algorithm with
a tight linear lower bound (see below for more details).
Iterative Belief Propagation. Due to the high order potentials
in our model (such as the collective-interaction potential),
the exact inference of the all variables is intractable. Thus, we
propose an approximate inference algorithm that takes
advantage of the structure of our model. Since each type of
variable forms a simple chain in the temporal direction (see
Fig. 1), it is possible to obtain the optimal solution given all
the other variables by using belief propagation [13]. The iterative belief propagation algorithm is grounded in this intuition, and is shown in detail in Algorithm 3.
Target Association Algorithm. We solve the association
problem by using the Branch-and-Bound method [22].
Unlike the original min-cost flow network problem, the
interaction terms introduce a quadratic relationship between
flow variables. Note that we need to choose at most two flow
variables to specify one interaction feature. For instance, if
there exist two different tails of tracklets at the same time
stamp, we need to specify two of the flows out of seven flows
to compute the interaction potential as shown in Fig. 7. This
leads to a non-convex binary quadratic programming problem which is hard to solve exactly (the Hessian H, that contains information from interaction potentials (see Section 7),
is not a positive semi-definite matrix).
1
argmin f T Hf þ cT f; s:t: f 2 SS
2
f

(12)

To tackle this issue, we use a Branch-and-Bound algorithm
with a novel tight lower bound function given by hT f 
1 T
S (Section 7).
2 f Hf; 8f 2 S

7

TRACKLET ASSOCIATION WITH INTERACTION
POTENTIAL

The target association problem with the interaction potential can be written as:
f^ ¼ argmin cT f  CðI; A; T ðfÞÞ
f

s:t: fen;i ; fi;ex ; fijk 2 f0; 1g
XX
XX
fjik ¼ fi;ex þ
fijk ¼ 1;
fen;i þ
j

6.1 Inference
Since the interaction labels I and the atomic activity labels A
guide the flow of information between target association
and activity classification, we leverage the structure of our
model to efficiently solve this complicated joint inference
problem. The optimization problem Eq. (9) is divided into
two sub problems and solved iteratively:
^ ¼ argmax CðC; I; A; O; T ðfÞÞ
^
^ I;
^ Ag
fC;

(10)

C;I;A

^ T ðfÞÞ; s:t:f 2 SS:
^ A;
f^ ¼ argmin cT f  CðI;

(11)

f

Given f^ (and thus T^) the hierarchical classification problem
is solved by applying iterative belief propagation. Fixing
the activity labels A and I, we solve the target association

k

j

ð13Þ

k

where the constraints are summarized as: 1) binary flow
constraints (the flow variable should be 0 or 1 integer value
specifying that a path is valid or not) and 2) inflow-outflow
constraints (the amount of flow coming into a tracklet
should be the same as the amount of flow going out of it
and the amount is either 0 or 1). The c vector is a cost vector
that measures the likelihood of linking two tracklets ckij or
the cost to initiate/terminate a target cen ; cex . The second
term CðI; A; T ðfÞÞ encodes the interaction potential which
is dependent on the trajectories derived from tracklet
association.

7.1 The Non-Convex Quadratic Objective Function
Though the match cost cT f is represented as a linear function, the interaction potential involves quadratic relationship between flow variables. As discussed in Section 3, the
interaction potential CðI; A; T ðfÞÞ is composed of a sum of
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interaction potentials each of which is associated to a single
interaction variable.
X
CðAi ; Aj ; Iij ; T Þ;
(14)
CðI; A; T Þ ¼
i;j

CðAi ; Aj ; Iij ; T Þ ¼

XX

waai  cðAi ; Aj ; T ; t; 4tÞ IIða; Iij Þ:

t2T V a2I

ð15Þ
Since the feature function c is dependent on at most two
flow variables, the overall objective function can be represented as a quadratic function.
Let us start by introducing a few definitions. We define
the head and tail path of a tracklet t i as the path through
which the flow comes into t i and the path through which
the flow goes out from t i , respectively. The head path of t i
can be between the entering path fen;i and the path connecting from any other tracklet t l , flik . Similarly, the tail path of
t i can be between the exiting path fex;i and the path connectk
. A tracklet t i is called intact
ing to any other tracklet t m , fim
in a certain temporal support t 2 ðt1 ; t2 Þ, if the trajectory of
the target is fully covered by the tracklet within the temporal support (i.e, the tracklet is not fragmentized within the
time gap). Otherwise, it is called fragmentized in a certain
temporal support t 2 ðt1 ; t2 Þ.
In order to calculate the interaction between two targets i and j at certain time stamp t, we need to specify
the trajectory of Ai and Aj in all time stamps t 2
ðt  4t; t þ 4tÞ (the temporal support of an interaction,
Section 3.3), which can involve selecting at most two
flow variables in our flow network.1 If the both tracklets
are intact within the temporal support of Iijt , the interaction potential does not get affected by tracklet association (we need to specify no flow variable to compute the
interaction feature and thus it can be ignored). If only
one of the tracklets is fragmentized and the other is intact,
we need to specify only one head or tail path of the fragmentized tracklet. On the other hand, if the both t i and
t j are fragmentized in the temporal support, we need to
specify two flow variables to obtain the associated interaction feature (head or tail of t i and head or tail of t j ).
Since the objective function can be specified as a sum of
quadratic and linear functions of flow variable f, the problem can be re-written as follows:
f^ ¼ argmin cT f  CðI; A; T ðfÞÞ
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involve only one selection of path (one of the two tracklets
t i ; t j is intact within the temporal support), and the Hessian
H can be obtained by accumulating all interaction potentials
that involve two selections of flow variables (both of t i ; t j
are fragmentized in the temporal support of the given interaction variable as in the example of Fig. 7). Note that H is
not positive semi-definite (thus non-convex) and standard
quadratic programming techniques are not applicable.

7.2 Branch-and-Bound
Since the objective function is non-convex, we employ a
novel Branch-and-Bound algorithm to solve the complicated
tracklet association problem. The Branch-and-Bound algorithm we describe here find the global minimum of the objective function over the space SS. Starting from the initial
subproblem Q ¼ SS, we split the space into two subspaces
Q0 ; Q1 by setting 0 and 1 to a certain flow variable fi (ignoring/selecting a path). Given each subproblem (where some
of flow variables are already set either 0 or 1), we find the
lower bound and upper bound (of optimal solution) in the
subproblem, LðQÞ and UðQÞ. If the difference between L and
U is smaller than a specified precision  and UðSSÞ is smaller
than the lower bound of any other subspace, we stop the iteration and yield the global solution. Otherwise, the algorithm
iterate the steps of 1) selecting a subproblem, 2) splitting the
subproblem, and 3) finding the lower and upper bound in
the subproblem. This is summarized in Algorithm 4.

In following sections, we discuss about how we compute
the lower and upper bound of a subproblem Q (Section 7.3)
and which variable is to be split to provide subproblems Q0
and Q1 (Section 7.4).

f

¼ argmin cT f þ dT f þ f T Hf

ð16Þ

f

s:t: f 2 SS;
SS represent the feasible set for f that satisfies the constraints
listed in Eq. (13), the linear part of interaction potential d can
be obtained by accumulating the interaction potentials that
1. Note that it can involve up to four selections of path proposals to
fully specify the trajectories of Ai and Aj : head of Ai , tail of Ai , head of Aj
and tail of Aj if the two tracklets are both fragmentized in both directions within the temporal support of an interaction. However, we
ignore such cases since i) it rarely happens, ii) it make the algorithm to
be over-complicated and iii) if the tracklets are too short there are not
reliable information we can exploit in the first place.

7.3 Lower Bound
In this section, we discuss how we define the lower bound
of the objective function. To make it efficient to solve, we
find a linear lower bound function:
LðfÞ ¼ ðc þ d þ lÞT f  ðc þ dÞT f þ f T Hf; f 2 Q:

(17)

Since the whole interaction potential is represented as
a sum of interaction potentials associated with a single
interaction variable, it suffices to show that the lT f is
less than or equal to f T Hf within one interaction potential (associated to a single interaction variable Iijk ); that is
lT f  f T Hf, if lTi f  f T Hi f, 8i where i denotes an index
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set to be infinite if there is no feasible solution, or set to be
the value of original objective function if the solution f we
obtained is feasible.

Fig. 9. Illustration of lower bound L computation for the interaction variable corresponding to Fig. 7. Each element of the Hessian Hi is obtained
by computing the corresponding interaction potential CðAi ; Aj ; Iijt ; T Þ
given the flow configuration. A linear lower bound lT f is derived from
f T Hf by taking the minimum of each row in the hessian H matrix. Note
that only one configuration can be selected in the matrix H with symmetry since no two flow coming out from one tracklet t i or tj can be set
simultaneously. The example shows the case when solid edges in Fig. 7
are selected.

that enumerates all interaction variables Iijk , Hi encodes
the contextual information from a single interaction Iijk , li
is aPlinear lower P
bound vector associated to each Hi ,
l ¼ i li and H ¼ i Hi .
Thus, we decompose the Hessian H into summation of
Hi and show that there exists a linear vector li that yields a
lower bound of f T Hi f. The matrix Hi can be obtained by
computing the corresponding interaction potential
CðAi ; Aj ; Iijt ; T ðfÞÞ given each possible configuration of path
flows, e.g., selecting the two solid paths shown in the Fig. 7.
1
Hi ða; bÞ ¼  CðAi ; Aj ; Iijt ; T ðfÞÞ where fa ¼ fb ¼ 1; (18)
2
where a; b denote the indices of a flow variable (paths).
To obtain the lower bound of f T Hi f, we take advantage of
two properties: i) the variables are binary and ii) there must
be one and only one inflow and outflow for each tracklet t i .
These two facts can be easily derived from the basic constraints of the problem (SS). Given these, we notice that any
two elements in Hi are always selected with symmetry
(shown as red box in Fig. 9) and the values are added to produce f T Hi f ¼ Hi ða; bÞ þ Hi ðb; aÞ where a and b are the indices of the selected variables in f. Thus, it is easy to show that,
min Hi ða; kÞ þ min Hi ðb; kÞ  Hi ða; bÞ þ Hi ðb; aÞ:
k

k

(19)

From this, we obtain the lower bound vector li for Hi as
li ðaÞ ¼ min Hi ða; kÞ
k

(20)

(see Fig. 9). The overall lower bound function l is obtained
by summing up all
Plower bounds associated to each interaction variable: l ¼ i li .
Given the lower bound function l, the lower bound of Q
is obtained by applying binary integer programming on the
lower bound with the given constraints of Q, that is
f ¼ argminf ðc þ cI þ lÞT f; s:t: f 2 Q. The upper bound is

7.4 Split Variable Selection
Though the presented lower bound can generate a rather
tight lower bound in our problem, not all the flow variables
in f have the same “tightness”. Splitting on certain a flow
variable fa (setting it to one or zero) will give a higher
uncertainty (larger gap between the lower bound and actual
objective function) than splitting on others. To efficiently
split the space and find the solution, we follow a strategy
where the flow variable that is associated to the largest
degree of ambiguity(gap) is selected in each iteration of the
branch and bound procedure. In details, in order to measure
the degree of ambiguity, we derive upper bound vector ui
from Hi by
ui ðaÞ ¼ max Hi ða; kÞ:
(21)
k

Notice that we take the maximum of a given row in contrast
to the minimum in lower bound case (Eq. (20)). Similar to
the lower bound vector case, we can obtain full upper
bound vector u by accumulating over different interaction
variables. It is trivial to show that:
lT f  f T Hf  uT f:

(22)

Low degree of ambiguity takes place when the value of
lðaÞ is close to uðaÞ and high degree of ambiguity takes place
when the gap between lðaÞ and uðaÞ is large. Therefore, we
choose the variable to be split by finding the variable that
has largest difference, argmaxa uðaÞ  lðaÞ.

8

MODEL LEARNING

Given the training videos, the model is learned in a twostage process: i) learning the observation potentials
CðA; OÞ and CðC; OÞ. This is done by learning each
observation potential CðÞ independently using multiclass SVM [40]. ii) learning the model weights w for the
full model in a max-margin framework as follows. Given
a set of N training videos ðxn ; yn Þ, n ¼ 1; . . . ; N, where xn
is the observations from each video and yn is a set of
labels, we train the global weight w in a max-margin
framework. Specifically, we employ the cutting plane
training algorithm described in [17] to solve this optimization problem. We incorporate the inference algorithm
described in Section 6.1 to obtain the most violated constraint in each iteration [17]. To improve computational
efficiency, we train the model weights related to activity
potentials first, and then train the model weights related
to tracklet association using the learned activity models.
Since there exists different number of variables A, I and
C in the training set, we balance the loss by using different values 1, 10, and 100 for A, I and C, respectively.
Also, the observation potentials CðA; OÞ and CðC; OÞ are
reweighted to be within ½1; 1.

8.1 Model Analysis
We visualize a subset of model weights learned using our
training algorithm in Fig. 10. The figure demonstrates that
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Fig. 10. Examples of learned weights using the proposed method. Lighter values indicate larger weights. Left Learned weights for CðC; IÞ, with interactions on the x-axis and collective activities on the y-axis (see Section 9 for interaction and activity labels). As an example, note that the interaction
“facing each other’ has a very larger weight associated with “talking” (T) and a low weight associated with “walking.” This agrees with our intuition
that people are very likely to be facing each other when they are conversing, but will probably face the same direction when they are walking together.
Middle Learned weights for cp ðA; A; IÞ, with the interaction “facing each other.” The axes indicate the direction each person is facing. The highest
weights are centered around the region corresponding to having two people in front of the other (0 degree in the person’s view point). Right Learned
weights for cp ðA; A; IÞ, with the interaction “standing in a queue.” The highest weights correspond to people facing the same direction. Middle and
Right demonstrate that our system has successfully learned that when people are facing each other they are most likely facing opposite directions,
and when they are standing in a queue they will face the same direction.

our algorithm can capture meaningful relationships
between variables at different levels in the hierarchy.

9

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Implementation Details. Our algorithm assumes that the
inputs O are available. These inputs are composed of collective activity features, tracklets, appearance feature, and
spatio-temporal features as discussed in Section 3.1. Given
a video, we obtain tracklets using a tracking method such
as [5]. Once tracklets O are obtained, we compute two
visual features (the histogram of oriented gradients (HoG)
decriptors [10] and the bag of video words histogram
[11]) in order to classify poses and actions, respectively.
The HoG is extracted from an image region within the
bounding box of the tracklets and the BoV is constructed
by computing the histogram of video-words within the
spatio-temporal volume of each tracklet. To obtain the
video-words, we apply PCA (with 200 dimensions) and
the k-means algorithm (100 codewords) on the cuboids
obtained by [11]. Finally, the collective activity features
are computed using the STL descriptor as discussed in
Section 4 computed over tracklets and pose classification
estimates. We construct our STL descriptor with following
parameters: 8 meters for maximum radius and 60 frames

for the temporal support. Since we are interested in labelling one collective activity per one time slice (i.e., a set of
adjacent time frames), we take the average of all collected
STL in the same time slice to generate an observation for
C. In addition, we append the mean of the HoG descriptors obtained from all people in the scene to encode the
shape of people in a certain activity. Instead of directly
using raw features from HoG, BoV, and STL, we train
multiclass SVM classifiers [17] for each of the observations
to keep the size of parameters within a reasonable bound.
In the end, each of the observation features is represented
as a jPj, jAj, and jCj dimensional features, where each
dimension of the features is the classification score given
by the SVM classifier. In the experiments, we use the SVM
response for C as a baseline method (Table 1 and Fig. 11).
Given tracklets and associated pose/action features O, a
temporal sequence of atomic activity variables Ai is
assigned to each tracklet t i . For each pair of coexisting Ai
and Aj , Iij describes the interaction between the two. Since
I is defined over a certain temporal support (4tI ), we subsample every 10th frames to assign an interaction variable.
Finally, one C variable is assigned in every 20 frames with a
temporal support 4tC . We present experimental results
using different choices of 4tI and 4tC , (Table 2). Given
tracklets and observations (O and OC ), the classification and

TABLE 1
Comparison of Collective and Interaction Activity Classification for Different Versions of Our Model Using the Data Set [7]
(Left Column) and the Newly Proposed Dataset (Right Column)

The models we compare here are: i) Graph without OC . We remove observations provided by the STL descriptor (Section 4) for the collective activity.
ii) Graph with no edges between C and I. We cut the connections between variables C and I and produce separate chain structures for each set of
variables. iii) Graph with no temporal edges. We cut all the temporal edges between variables in the graphical structure and leave only hierarchical
relationships. iv) Graph with no temporal chain between C variables. v) Our full model shown in Fig. 1d and vi) baseline method. The baseline method
is obtained by taking the max response from the collective activity observation (OC ).
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Fig. 11. (a) and (b) show the confusion table for collective activity using baseline method (SVM response for C) and proposed method on data set [7],
respectively. (c) and (d) compare the two methods on newly proposed data set. In both cases, our full model improves the accuracy significantly over
the baseline method. The numbers on top of each table show mean-per-class and overall accuracies.

target association take about a minute per video in our
experiments.
Data Sets and Experimental Setup We present experimental
results on the public data set [7] and a newly proposed data
set. The first data set is composed of 44 video clips with
annotations for five collective activities (crossing, waiting,
queuing, walking, and talking) and eight poses (right, rightfront, . . ., right-back). In addition to these labels, we annotate
the target correspondence, action labels and interaction
labels for all sequences. We define the eight types of interactions as approaching, leaving (LV), passing-by (PB), facingeach-other, walking-side-by-side (WS), standing-in-a-row, standing-side-by-side and no-interaction (NA). The categories of
atomic actions are defined as: standing and walking. Due to a
lack of standard experimental protocol on this data set, we
adopt two experimental scenarios. First, we divide the
whole set into four subsets without overlap of videos and
perform four-fold training and testing. Second, we divide
the set into separate training and testing sets as suggested
by [21]. Since the first scenario provides more data to be
analysed, we run the main analysis with the first scenario
and use the second for comparison against [21]. In the
experiments, we use the tracklets provided on the website
of the authors of [5], [7].
The second data set is composed of 32 video clips with
six collective activities: gathering, talking, dismissal, walking
together, chasing, queueing. For this data set, we define nine
interaction labels: approaching , walking-in-opposite-direction,
facing-each-other, standing-in-a-row, walking-side-by-side, walking-one-after-the-other (WR), running-side-by-side (RS), runn
ing-one-after-the-other (RR), and no-interaction. The atomic
actions are labelled as walking, standing still, and running.
We define eight poses similarly to the first data set. We
divide the whole set into three subsets and run three-fold

training and testing. For this data set, we obtain the tracklets
using [31] and create back projected 3D trajectories using
the simplified camera model [15].
Results and Analysis. We analyze the behavior of the
proposed model by disabling the connectivity between
various variables of the graphical structure (see Table 1
and Fig. 11 for details). We study the classification accuracy of collective activities C and interaction activities I.
As seen in the Table 1, the best classification results are
obtained by our full model. Since the data set is unbalanced, we present both overall accuracy and mean-perclass accuracy, denoted as Ovral and Mean in Tables 1
and 2, respectively. We observe that our full model also
obtains better or similar accuracy in atomic pose and
action classification. Our full model achieves 45:3=39:2
percent in pose classification (overall/mean) and
89:4=87:9 percent in action classification using data set [7]
while the baseline individual pose and action classifier
achieves 42:6=38:8 and 89:8=89:1 percent, respectively.
Next, we analyse the model by varying the parameter
values that define the temporal supports of collective and
interaction activities (4tC and 4tI ). We run different
experiments by fixing one of the temporal supports to a reference value and change the other. As any of the temporal
supports becomes larger, the collective and interaction
activity variables are connected with a larger number of
interactions and atomic activity variables, respectively,
which provides richer coupling between variables across
labels of the hierarchy and, in turn, enables more robust
classification results (Table 2). Notice that, however, by
increasing connectivity, the graphical structure becomes
more complex and thus inference becomes less manageable.
Since previous works adopt different ways of calculating
the accuracy of the collective activity classification, a direct

TABLE 2
Comparison of Classification Results Using Different Lengths of Temporal Support 4tC and 4tI
for Collective and Interaction Activities, Respectively

Notice that in general larger support provides more stable results.
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Fig. 12. Anecdotal results on different types of collective activities. In each image, we show the collective activity estimated by our method. Interactions between people are denoted by the dotted line that connects each pair of people. To make the visualization more clear, we only show interactions that are not labelled as NA. Anecdotal results on the data set [7] and the newly proposed data set are shown on the top and bottom rows,
respectively. Our method automatically discovers the interactions occurring within each collective activity; eg., walking-side-by-side occurs with
crossing or walking, whereas standing-side-by-side occurs with waiting. See text for the definition of other acronyms.

TABLE 3
Quantitative Tracking Results and Comparison with Baseline Methods (See Text for Definitions)

 # error in result
Each cell of the table shows the number of match errors and match error correction rate (MECR) # error in#tracklet
of each method,
error in tracklet
respectively. Since we focus on correctly associating each tracklet with another, we evaluate the method by counting the number of errors made during association (rather than detection-based accuracy measurements such as recall, FPPI, etc) and MECR. An asssociation error is defined for each
possible match of a tracklet (thus at most two per tracklets, previous and next match). This measure can effectively capture the amount of fragmentization and identity switches in association. In the case of a false alarm tracklet, any association with this track is considered to be an error.

Fig. 13. The discovered interaction standing-side-by-side helps to keep the identity of tracked individuals after an occlusion. Notice the complexity of
the association problem in this example. Due to the proximity of the targets and similarity in color, the Match method (b) fails to keep the identity of
targets. However, our method (a) finds the correct match despite the challenges. The input tracklets are shown as a solid box and associated paths
are shown in dotted box.

comparison of the results may not be appropriate. Choi et al.
[7] and Choi et al. [8] adopt a leave-one-video-out training/
testing scheme and evaluate per-person collective activity
classification. Lan et al. [21] train the model on three
fourths of the data set, test on the remaining fourth and evaluate per-scene collective activity classification. To compare
against the baseline collective activity classifiers discussed in
Section 4 and introduced in [7], [8], we assign the per-scene
collective activity labels that we obtain with four-fold experiments to each individual. We obtain an accuracy of 74:4 percent which is superior than 65:9 and 70:9 percent obtained by
STL and RSTV classifier respectively (Section 4). These
results were also reported in [7] and [8]. In addition, we run
the experiments on the same training/testing split of the
data set suggested by [21] and achieve competitive accuracy
(80:4 overall and 75:7 percent mean-per-class compared to
79:1 overall and 77:5 percent mean-per-class, respectively,
reported in [21]). Anecdotal results are shown in Fig. 12.
Table 3 summarizes the tracklet association accuracy of
our method. In this experiment, we test three different algorithms for tracklet matching: pure match, linear model, and

full quadratic model. Match represents the max-flow
method without interaction potential (only appearance,
motion and detection scores are used). Linear model represents our model where the quadratic relationship is ignored
and only the linear part of the interaction potentials is considered (e.g., those interactions that are involved in selecting only one path). The Quadratic model represents our full
Branch-and-Bound method for target association. The estimated activity labels are assigned to each variable for the
two methods. We also show the accuracy of association
when ground truth (GT) activity labels are provided, in the
fourth and fifth columns of the table. The last column shows
the number of association errors in the initial input tracklets. In these experiments, we adopt the same four fold
training/testing and three fold training/testing for the data
set [7] and newly proposed data set, respectively. Note that,
in the data set [7], there exist 1,821 tracklets with 1,556
match errors in total. In the new data set, which includes
much less crowded sequences than [7], there exist 474 tracklets with 604 errors in total. As the Table 3 shows, we
achieve significant improvement over baseline method
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(Match) using the data set [7] as it is more challenging and
involves a large number of people (more information from
interactions). On the other hand, we observe a smaller
improvement in matching targets in the second data set,
since it involves few people (typically 2 3) and is less
challenging (note that the baseline (Match) already achieves
81 percent correct match). Experimental results obtained
with ground truth activity labels (Linear GT and Quad. GT)
suggest that better activity recognition would yield more
accurate tracklet association. Anecdotal results are shown
in Fig. 13. When the interactions are less structured (e.g.,
passing by or leaving), we observe that mistakes in recognizing interactions often produce more errors in the tracklet
association.
The training procedure takes 24 hours to learn all the
model parameters and the testing algorithm takes typically
several minutes to process a video excluding the feature
extraction and tracklet generation process.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new framework to coherently identify target associations and classify collective
activities as well as the novel concept, crowd context, that
encodes the essential contextual information for collective
activity recognition. We have demonstrated that collective
activities provide critical contextual cues for making target
association more robust and stable; in turn, the estimated
trajectories as well as atomic activity labels allow the construction of more accurate interaction and collective activity
models. As a future work, we aim to introduce a no activity
class to separate interesting activities from not interesting
activities in real world videos. Also, introducing latent
interaction variables in the training procedure would make
the system more scalable to a large number of collective
activities and avoid biases in assigning interaction labels.
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